The Little Cinema is a local cinema for more than 60 years. In the past years, it has been equipped with new facilities, including a digital projection system. The cinema is located in the city centre and is architecturally unique. It provides its visitors with café bars and other amenities.

The Little Cinema screens independent and foreign films. The cinema's programme includes screenings for the National Gardening Week and National Open Gardens Day, with a collaboration supported by upcoming gardening-themed periodicals.

The performances do a job, with a romantic drama following Sabine, a talented landscape designer, who is building a garden at Versailles for King Louis XIV. Sabine struggles with class. The film takes place in the 17th century and is set in the court of King Louis XIV. Sabine becomes involved in the politics of the court. The performances do a job, with a romantic drama following Sabine, a talented landscape designer, who is building a garden at Versailles for King Louis XIV. Sabine struggles with class.
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